Oh Dearly Beloveds and we say these
words with such truth - even though we
know some of you don’t resonate with them,
perhaps because you do not comprehend
the intention. But the reality is, we
must speak true to our own word or our
communication to you would be inaccurate would it not? And the truth is,
we do love you dearly and DO hold your
precious humanness close to our heart.
Soon enough, in these times of accelerated
light, you will become more comfortable with
others addressing you in a loving manner. You
see there are no strings attached to our love for you.
It simply IS just as you simply ARE,

could come in various formats such as through
sound, light and colour, or the vibrations
of the crystalline kingdom or sitting in the
purity of ‘Love Without Compromise’.
There are a few of your two-legged
friends capable of assisting you to
give yourself a forward surge at this
time, just as you will also be able to
assist others once you are comfortable
with the resonance of your new Divine
Self. We say “a few” now, because those
numbers will significantly increase after the
Great Gateways of Nov. 8-13 have activated more of
those around the world who choose to play together.
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The rapid changes in your world have some of your
heads spinning and feeling dizzy in your own company
and feeling overwhelmed and anxious. Some are wondering
how this can be when you were supposed to be so excited.
You thought the new times were meant to be joyful and
easy...and indeed they ARE. HOWEVER...
There may be a bit of a learning curve for some of
you, while it appears that others jumped on board with
eyes sparkling - truly inspired with this peaceful reality.
It is a good time to remember that the ‘timing’ of your
new overhaul will be dependent upon what you still have
on your agenda that is attached to the old way. It truly is
a time of releasing old clutter in the physical, spiritual
and emotional realms and at the same time, TRUSTING
yourself to be competent to embrace the new. It is not
a time to compare yourself to others or judge another’s
path in any manner - because each one of you is on your
own personal journey and must proceed in your own way.
Whichever way you choose, you will still need to release
the patterns and concepts of the past that do not serve you.
But let us reassure you, if you are hesitating to embrace
your new golden beautiful self because of your caution of
the unknown, there is nothing to fear here. Dear ‘friends
from forever’, you were born for this moment and you are
already equipped with everything you need to step into it.
The confusion within you very well may stem from the
reality that the shift into this new way requires an energetic
realignment of sorts. There are energetic-alerts that have
gone off within you during 2013 - bells and whistles and
lights-a-blazing, and if you were not prepared for the ‘announcements’ you may very well be feeling overwhelmed.
Yes it is still meant to be easy and yes it will be for
you also but it may well be that your physical body needs
some assistance. Some may need to experience something
that would give a clear message as to what the feeling of
aligning with the new Codes of Creation is like. That help
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And indeed we do mean play, for this is the MOST
exciting and precious and astounding time on Planet
Earth EVER. It is important you keep this at the forefront
of your consciousness and do not let it drift into the background. Your energetic influence will be the highest it has
ever been during that time for your own acceleration and
that of the whole. This is a very personal opportunity the
Nov. 8-13 Gateway brings to you to lift yourself beyond
the norm to see and feel with a new vision what the transcendent reality is all about. It is, however,your choice to
accept the gifts presenting themselves before you.
It is an unprecedented time to come together as a
unit physically because as a unit you will be able to
bypass much of the ‘work’ that you would normally
need to process if you were to do this on your own. That
is part of the secret of cooperating TOGETHER. Oh what
a concept for those of you who are used to going-it-alone!
However, together, standing tall as unique individuals,
you have an opportunity to truly change the world. How
to start? Remove yourself from low-level conversations
and attune yourself with your own Divine Spark of Light.
Turn off the constant negative chatter of your television’s
vibration and your transition will be speedy and wondrous
just as you’ve imagined. Embrace the company of other
like-minded individuals as these are the times when you
were meant to reconnect with multitudes of your sacred
families.
We salute the ALL of who you are today. We look
forward to co-creating with you in the days to come, as
the bridge between Heaven and Earth shortens and Love
becomes the new language of all. Love you we do.
We invite you to experience our Youtube channel www.youtube.
com/user/LIGHTonLIGHTvideos. We are adding content to this
on an on-going basis as it continues to overflow with bountiful
Love and Inspiration. See the center pages for more information
on Nov. 8-13, 11:11 event options and pg. 27/28 for monthly
gatherings or private sessions with The Grand Council of Light.
Email us anytime at GCL@LIGHTonLIGHT.net
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